Abstract. Systolic circuits have attracted considerable attention as a means of implementing parallel algorithms in areas such as linear algebra, signal processing, pattern matching, etc. A systolic circuit is composed of a number of computation cells which are connected in a regular pattern. Each cell can perform computations, store data and communicate with other cells in the circuit. We define a language to describe implementations and specifications of a class of systolic circuits whose cells compute over a commutative ring, and present a decision method to check whether or not a circuit implementation fulfils a specification. The main advantage of our approach, compared with earlier work in the field, is that the verification is performed automatically, without user interaction. We give an example of how the method may be applied to verify a convolution circuit.
Introduction
The advent of VLSI has led to an increased interest in designing highly parallel computing architectures in order to maximise performance and minimise cost. One type of such architecture is the systolic circuit [Kun82] , which consists of a large number of processors, each of which performs a limited amount of computation and contains very little storage. These processors are interconnected in a simple and regular pattern allowing communication between near neighbours. Such architectures allow us to minimise circuit parameters such as circuit area and power consumption. In addition, the regularity of the system and the simplicity of the processors make systematic design, analysis and reasoning possible. In this paper we will present a method for automatic verification of a class of systolic circuits, used in signal processing and other areas where the data belong to a commutative ring. First we provide a formal model for systolic circuits, and a formal definition of systolic circuit verification. Then we give a decision method for verification of a nontrivial class of systolic circuits, in which the cell operations of the circuits are considered as the operators of a commutative ring.
Background
In general when dealing with a verification problem two descriptions are given.
A specification of the system, which describes how we expect the output data of the system to be related to the input data, and an implementation, which describes how the system is built. The task of verification is to check whether or not the implementation meets the specification. Verification can be accomplished by hand, be supported by proof development systems, or be completely mechanised by decision methods.
Various approaches for the manual verification of systolic circuits have appeared in the literature. For example, Chen [Che83] uses systems of recursive equations to describe systolic circuits, and fixed point induction to show that an implementation meets a certain specification. Hennessy [Hen86] uses process algebra to describe systolic circuits. Verification is done by applying a sequence of semantics-preserving transformations and fixed-point induction to derive the implementation from the specification. Melhem and Rheinbold [MeR84] give a mathematical model in which systolic circuits are described as systems of difference equations. The verification process is based on providing a solution to the system of equations, and then using induction to show that it realises a certain specification. Thompson and Tucker [ThT88] have defined a general mathematical framework for synchronous concurrent algorithms, in which systems are modelled as networks composed of modules computing and communicating in parallel. Systolic circuits are a special case of these algorithms. Formalisation of synchronous concurrent algorithms is done by simultaneous primitive and course of values recursive functions over abstract algebras. Case studies on hand verification of systolic circuits have been done within the framework [HTr88, EkT89] .
Of course, any systematic method should have machine support, either customised to the method, or based on general proof development systems for logics. Purushothaman and Subrahmanyam [PUS88, PUS89] give a methodology to verify systolic circuits based on solving systems of uniform recurrence equations, and then show how their methodology allows mechanical circuit verification, using the Boyer-Moore theorem prover system [BoM79] . General framework for verifying synchronous concurrent systems can be mechanised. In [DLT89] primitive recursion is represented in the Martin-L6f type theory underlying the Nuprl proof development system, due to R. Constable, and a proof of correctness of the convolution circuit in [HTT88] is carried out in the system. We have experimented with the verification of a number of systolic circuits in the Church type theory underlying the HOL system of M. Gordon (see [Gor86] and IGor87] for a description of the HOL system).
None of the above methods is a decision method, and thus is not fully automatic. All of them require the user to submit "extra information" that is not in the specification or the implementation. Examples of such extra information are lemmas which are first proven and then used in the final verification proof, or induction hypotheses which are used when performing inductive proofs. It is often not obvious which lemmas or induction hypotheses are needed.
One method for automatic verification of systems composed of many identical processes is presented by Clarke et al. in [CGB86] . The verification of a system with an arbitrary number of processes is reduced to the verification of a system with a fixed number of processes. The method of Clarke is used to prove synchronisation properties of systems, but cannot be applied to prove assertions about the data computations performed by a system, and thus cannot be applied to the class of circuits which we will treat.
In [Abd90] we have defined a general model for the description and verification of systolic circuits over arbitrary algebra. We have also given decision methods for the verification of classes of circuits in which the cell operations are considered as the operators of a ring, a boolean algebra, or as uninterpreted functions symbols.
Results
In this paper we define a class of circuits, and a decision method such that if the specification and the implementation are given, the method checks whether the implementation meets the specification. In particular no extra information is required from the user to carry out the verification. Needless to say, the class of systems which can be treated by this method is a subset of the class of all systolic circuits, for which only general verification strategies can be given, and for which the verification cannot be automated.
We define a language in which the circuit implementation is described as a system of guarded equations over a commutative ring. The guarded equations describe the computations performed in the cells, the interconnection structure of the circuit, the input to the circuit, and the initial values on the wires and in the local cell memories of the circuit. From these equations it is possible to calculate the values of the signals appearing on the wires and in the local cell memories at different time instants. The specification tells us which values certain wires and local memories should have at certain time instants. The verification is performed in two steps: (1) the solution of the implementation equations (and hence the values of the wires and local cell memories in the circuit) are described as a class of guarded ring expressions; and (2) the values of the wires and local cell memories are compared for equality with the values demanded by the specification. We will show that the decision problem can be reduced to the integer linear programming problem which is decidable [BoT76] .
The class of circuits which can be verified automatically by our method includes the convolution circuit in [U1184], the matrix multiplication circuits in [MeC80] and [U1184], the matrix transposition circuits in [Ul184] and [Ole87] , the systolic realisation of linear phase FIR digital filters in [Kwa87] , the systolic arrays for Viterbi processing in [PrG88] , and the systolic array for 2-D spatial filtering in [AbS88] .
The rest of this paper is organised as follows: In Section 2 we discuss the class of circuits of interest, and give a detailed description of a convolution circuit as an example of a circuit in the class. In Section 3 we describe an overview of the verification decision procedure. In Section 4 we show that the values of the different signals inside the circuit can be described as a class of guarded ring expressions. In Section 5 we show that the class of guarded ring expressions above has decidable equality properties. In Section 6 we give some conclusions and suggestions for future work.
A Class of Systolic Circuits
After some preliminaries on rings, we define the class of circuits which we will verify automatically, and then give a detailed description of a systolic circuit which computes the convolution of two sequences.
Preliminaries
When describing our class of circuits, we will work with an arbitrary commutative ring R= (R, +, -, ., 0}. Let I= (L +, -, ., -% 0,1) be the ordered ring of integers, and Q = (Q, +, -,., 0, 1 ) the ring of rationals. We assume that we have an infinite set ~f of variables which range over I. We will use x and y (possibly with subscripts) to denote the elements of ~. We will use o6 fl, 7, 6 to range over/, and p to range over Q. A linear QI-polynomial is of the form
plX1 + "'" + pnXn + Pn+l
We will use I and q to range over linear QI-polynomials.
A linear inequality is of the form I 0~IX 1 -~-" " " -~-OlnX n -~-/6 <~ 0 A linear equality is of the form O(1X 1 "~-" " " " [-O~nX n +/6 = 0 A linear modulo predicate is of the form ((~IX1 -1-9 " " q-O[nX n q-/6) mod 3" = 0 where 0 -</6 < 7. Here 3' is called the modulus of the linear modulo predicate.
By a linear predicate we mean a linear inequality, a linear equality or a linear modulo predicate. We use p to range over conjunctions of linear predicates.
We consider a class of expressions which expand the class of polynomials over R. First, we assume that we have an infinite set ~ of function symbols which we call stream variables. Each a e ~/has a type: I"---> R, where n -> 0. We call n the arity of a. Observe that if n = 0 then a is a variable over R. We 1 Observe that for each inequality of the form OdlX 1 -~-9 9 9 --~ OlnX n + fl or OqX 1 + --9 + OL.X. + fl -->0, or 0qx I + ---+ ol.x. + fl >0, or r I + --9 + ol.x n + fl <0, there is an equivalent inequality of the form we have defined above.
will use a to denote the elements of M. 
Systolic Circuits
A systolic circuit is composed of a number of computation cells, which are placed inside the circuit in a regular manner. Each cell has a number of inputs, a number of outputs, and a number of local storage variables (see Fig. 1 ). We consider synchronous circuits, thus we assume the presence of a global clock. Each cycle of the clock corresponds to a time step. An input of a computation cell is connected to an output of another cell. These connections follow a certain pattern which will be described later. At each clock cycle, each computation cell performs a number of computations on the data received from the inputs of the cell and the data stored in the local variables of the cell. 
2.1. Implementation of Systolic Circuits
The formal description of the implementation of a systolic circuit consists of three parts:
The topology of the circuit, i.e. how the ceils are placed inside the circuit. Topology. Generally the topology of an n-dimensional circuit can be described as a predicate top ($, I) where $ is an n-tuple, and [ is called a circuit garameter. The predicate top represents a family of circuits. For every value of I we get a member of the family of circuits whose topology is described as follows: there is a computation cell at each integer point Y` satisfying top (Y,, D (thus top(x, l)=0-<x-<l, with l=3 , describes the topology of a onedimensional circuit with a cell placed at the points 0, 1, 2, and 3). The circuit parameter usually describes the size of the circuit. In the class of circuits we consider in this paper, the predicate top(y`, i) is of the form: .. ^ tOpm(y` , l) where each topi(y`, l) is a linear inequality. Observe that top(y`, 7) defines a polytope.
In the following we denote the inputs, outputs, and local variables of the cells by in1, 9 9 9 inm~, out1 ..... OUtm2, and loci ..... lOCm3 respectively. We will use the same notation ini to denote the wire ini, and the function ini which gives the value ini (y`, i, t) of the ith input of the cell placed at Y` at time instant t. The same applies to outi and loci. By a signal we mean any ini, outi or loci.
We use s to range over signals.
Interconnections. In the class of circuits we consider, we allow a simple pattern of interconnections. For each input ini in an n-dimensional circuit there is an n-tuple ~i of integers, called the connection vector of ini such that the input in_,. of a cell at Y is connected to the corresponding output outi of the cell at Y + 6g. Observe that this means that the number of inputs of each cell is equal to the number of outputs. The cells on the "boundary" of the circuit whose ith inputs are not connected to the outputs of any other cells receive their inputs from outside the circuit. Let top [(Y, l) 
Here Inputi is called an input function and defines the value of the ith inputs of the cells which are on the "boundary" of the circuit. These may be considered as inputs to the entire circuit. The input functions declare how the input is mapped to the clock cycles of the circuit. This mapping is called the input scheduling of the circuit [HTT88]. In the class of circuits we consider we assume that the input functions are described as linear guarded ring expressions.
Cell computations. As mentioned earlier, at each clock cycle, a cell performs a number of computations on the data received from the inputs of the cell and the data stored in the local variables of the cell. Some of the computation results are sent out from the outputs of the cell, while some are stored in the local variables. Thus the value of an output or a local variable at a certain time step depends on the values of the inputs and local variables at some previous time. The computations performed in a cell are dependent on the position of the cell and the time instant. Thus, although all the cells in a circuit are similar, they may perform different computations, since their positions may differ. The same cell may perform varying computations, depending on the current time.
Let s be an output or a local variable. Let v (called the delay of s) be the number of clock cycles needed to perform the computations whose results are sent out via (or stored in) s (we assume that all the computations of s take the same time v). The first computation result appears on s first when t --> v. When t < v the value of s will be equal to an initial value.
In general the function s can be described as follows: After the period of instantiation the value of s is described by an equation of the form (Y, l, Sk(Y, 7, ). If no P/(Y, i, t) is true then the value of s(s 7, t) is undefined. Note that by the help of the predicates P~ we can code such statements as: the cells at the odd positions perform a certain operation while the cells at the even positions perform another operation, or that a cell performs a certain operation (or is idle) up to a certain time instant (which may depend on the cell position) after which it performs another operation, etc. We will see examples of such statements in describing the computations of the convolution circuit in Section 2.3. The period of instantiation is described by the equation
Equation (4) means that when t < z then the value of s(Y, i, t) is equal to an initial value Inits (Y, 7, t) . For each output or local variable s, there is an initial function Init~ which defines the value of s when t < r, where r is the delay of s. Now let us consider circuits where the cells compute over the ring R. Thus F~ ..... F~, map tuples of R into R, and each outi, ini, and locl maps tuples of intgers into R.
In our class of circuits we allow only a special type of computations to be performed in the cells. Namely that P~ and E in equation (3), and Inits in equation (4) must have the following format:
Pl (Y, i, t) ~ Ql(sl(x, I, t -r) ..... Sk(Y, i, t --r)) pm (X, [, t) ~ Qm(sl(x, l, t -r) , . . . , Sk (X , 7, t --r) ) Pm+I (Y, i, t) ~s '(Y, l, t -~) + Qm+l(sl(Y, i, t -r) 
endcase where Pi is a conjunction of linear predicates, Qi is a polynomial over R, and s' is defined by the following: if s is a local variable then s' is the same as s, while if s is an output outi then s' is the corresponding input ini. Furthermore Init~ (see equation (4)) is described as a linear guarded ring expression. A signal Sl is said to be dependent on another signal s2 if the value of sl at a certain time instant is dependent on the value of s2 at a previous time instant.
Formally the dependency relation <o ($2 <O $1 is read s~ dependent on s2) is defined as the smallest relation containing the following elements: let s by any output or local variable, and let the computation of s be of the form of equation (5), then si<os, for 1-<i-<k. Let s be any signal and outi any output, then if s <o out~ then s <l) ini. Finally let s be any signal and ini any input, then if inl < D s then outg < D s.
In the class of circuits we consider, we demand that the dependency relation is acyclic, i.e. for each signal s, we have s ~s, where s is the transitive closure of <o. This implies that <o is a well-founded relation.
Specification of Systolic Circuits
A specification of a system describes how we expect the system to behave. A specification of a systolic circuit states which values we expect certain wires (i.e. cell inputs and outputs) and certain local variables of the circuit to have at certain time instants. This can be expressed by the general form
where Pi is a predicate, r/ is a function, and si is a signal. Intuitively the specification formula means that whenever the predicate pi(2, 1, t) is true then the value of the signal si(2, i, t) should be equalto ri (2, l, t) . We allow a class of specifications of the above form where pi(2, l, t) is a conjunction of linear predicates and r~ (2, 7, t) is a ring expression which is well-defined under p~ (Y, 1, t) . Note that the specification not only tells us that we get the expected output of the circuit, but also the time instants at which to expect the output.
This mapping from circuit output to clock cycles is called output scheduling
A Convolution Circuit
The 
The convolution algorithm has many important applications in digital signal processing, and is also related to integer multiplication and polynomial multiplication. In this section we introduce a convolution circuit, which is a version of that given in [Ul184]. The circuit consists of an array of l + 1 cells. Each cell has three inputs, three outputs, and a local variable (see Figs. 2 and 3). The input sequences a and b are fed into the circuit from left, and propagate to the right. The sequence a is input from in1 of the first cell (i.e. that at position 0), while the sequence b is input from in2 of the same cell. The elements of b move twice as fast as the the elements of a. When a(0) enters a cell at time t, the value of the local variable of the cell is updated to the value of the element of b entering the cell at time t-2. The elements of c propagate from right to left. As an element of c moves, it meets elements of a propagating to the right, and elements of b stored in the local variables of the cells. As an element c(i) meets a pair of elements from a and b, the product of the pair is added to the 
Also observe that the elements of a and c should propagate in alternate processors, otherwise each element c would miss half of the elements of a which are part of its sum. In Section 2.3.1 we will give a formal description of the implementation of the convolution circuit, and show it falls into the category of circuits we described in Section 2.2.1. In Section 2.3.2 we will give a formal specification of the circuit.
3.1. Implementation of the Convolution Circuit
We will structure the formal description of the implementation of the convolution circuit according to the scheme presented in Section 2.2.1.
Topology. The convolution circuit consists of an array of I + 1 cells. The topology of the circuit can be described as
This means that we place a cell at each integer point between (and including) 0 and l. Observe that l is a circuit parameter and decides the length of the array. The predicate top describes the topology of a family of convolution circuits;
one for each value of the length of the input sequences a and b.
Interconnections. The connection vectors are defined by 61 = (-1), 62=
(-1), and 63 = (1). Thus we get the following equations:
(
These equations means that in1 and in2 of each cell (except the first cell i.e. that at position 0) is connected to out1 and out2 respectively of the previous cell, while in3 of each cell (except the last cell i.e. that at position l) is connected to out3 of the next cell. The inputs Inpuq and Input2 are fed into the circuit via inx and in 2 respectively of the first cell, while Input 3 is fed into the 
(x = 0)---~ inl(x, l, t)= Inpuq(x, I, t)
(12)
The input functions are given by
Note that Input1 and Input2 define the input scheduling of the circuit, i.e. how the sequences a and b are actually input to the circuit (see Fig. 4 ).
Cell computations.
The comptations which take place in the cells can be described by the following: From (18)- (21) we conclude that the delays of out,, out2, loc and out 3 are 2, 1, 2, and 2 respectively; and that the dependency relation of the circuit is defined by the set {(loc, inz), (loc, out2), (out3, lot), (in3, loc), (out3, in1), <OUt3, OUt1> , (in3, in, ), {in3, out1> }. Observe that the relation is acyclic.
Consider a cell at position x. The value of out, at the cell at an even clock cycle t -> 2 is equal to the value of in1 at t -2. The value of out2 at any clock cycle t -> 1 is equal to the value of in2 at t -1. The value of loc at any even clock cycle t -> 2 is decided by the following: if t = 2x + 2 then the value of in2 at t -2 is "stored" in the local variable, otherwise if t > 2x + 2 then the value of loc will not be changed from its value at t -2. The value of out 3 at any even clock cycle t -> 2 is decided by the following: if t = 2x + 4 then it is equal to the multiplication of the values of in1 and loc at t -2, while if 2x + 4 < t then it is equal to the result of adding the value of in3 to the multiplication of the values of in1 and loc at t -2. Observe that ouq, out3, and loc are "idle" at odd clock cycles. This means that their values are "undefined" at these clock cycles. Note that out2 is "active" at each clock cycle. We will discuss the notion of undefinedness in more detail below. The period of instantiation is defined by Undefinedness. In Section 4 we will define formally what we mean by "undefined". In practice if the value of a signal is "undefined", then it means that it carries a "don't care" value. The value of a cell output or local variable s is "undefined" in two cases:
If the cell computation associated with s has no guard which is true at that particular cell and time instant. This has the intuitive interpretation that s is "idle" at that cell and time instant. For example the value of out1 is undefined at each cell at time 3, and the value of out3 is undefined at the cell 2 at time 6. If s is "active" (i.e. the cell computation associated with s has a guard which is true) but the value of s is dependent on an input or a local variable s', and the value of s' is undefined for that particular cell and time instant. For example the value of out3 is undefined at the cell 2 at time 10 because its value depends on the value of in~ at the same cell at time 8 which is undefined. This fact is made clear by the definition of semantics (Section 4) where the cell operations are defined to be strict functions (i.e. functions whose values are undefined if they have any arguments which have undefined values).
This means that if s is "idle" at a certain cell and time instant then its value is undefined. If s is "active" then its value may still be undefined due to strictness. Even if s is "idle" it performs the computation which generates the value "undefined".
Control signals. We observe that the computations in the cells of the convolution circuit depend on time and the position of the cell. For example if we consider equation (20) we observe that the value stored in the local variable is different at different clock cycles, depending on whether t = 2x + 2, or t > 2x + 2. Similarly the value sent out via out3, as described by equation (21), is dependent on whether t = 2x + 4, or t > 2x + 4.
In practice there are different methods of implementation to enable the cells to check the relative relation of time and position.
One method is to preload the position into the cell and then using hardware circuitry to compare the cell position with the number of clock cycles.
Another method is to use control signals. A control signal is a sequence of constants, which is fed into the circuit, and then propagated to the different The convolution circuit can, for example, be modified and supplied with a control signal. A fourth input and output is added to each cell (see Fig. 5 ). These are used to propagate the control signal throughout the circuit, as described by the following equations
We observe that if ina(x, l, t -2) = 0 then t = 2x + 2, if iRa(X, l, t -2) = 1 then t > 2x + 2 if iRa(X, l, t -4) = 0 then t = 2x + 4, and if iRa(X, l, t -4) = 1 then t>2x +4. This means that: the equality t =2x +2 in equation (20), the inequality t > 2x + 2 in equation (20), the equality t = 2x + 4 in equation (21), and the inequality t > 2x + 4 in equation (21) can be replaced by iRa(X, l, t -
The control signals can be treated in much the same way as other signals in the circuit, thus allowing us to analyse circuits containing control signals. Due to space shortage we will not include that analysis here.
3. Specification of the Convolution Circuit
The specification of the circuit tells us that we get the convolution sequence c from out3 of the first cell. Furthermore it reveals that we get one element of c at each fourth clock cycle, starting at t = 4 and finishing at t = 8l + 4.
spec (x, l, t 
thus from equation (7):
Note that the specification defines the output scheduling of the circuit, i.e. the time instants at which to expect the elements of the output.
Overview of the Verification Decision Method
As mentioned earlier, a specification of a system is a statement of how we expect the output of the system to be related to the input. A verification problem is to check whether the system implementation fulfils the requirements stated by the specification. In Section 2 we mentioned that a circuit specification was of the form
(pm(~, I, t)--> (Sm(X , L t) = rm(.~ , l, t)))
where pffs 7, t),...,p,, (Y, i, t) (Y, i, t) are ring expressions such that ri(Y, 7, t) is well-defined under pi(Y, i, t). In Section 4 we define formally the notion of equality for linear guarded ring expressions with respect to any ring R.
Let ~5~Jfcg be a class of rings. By the circuit verification for the class of rings ~or162 we mean that the specification formula above is valid when interpreted in every ring R e ~or162 in symbols,
Notice that spec(s l, t) contains stream variables (which occur in 1"1, 9 .., rm) and integer variables (~, i, and t). Thus to interpret spec (Y, i, t) , the stream variables are interpreted in the rings of ~5~Ncg, while the integer variables are interpreted in the standard model of integers. The verification process is carried out in the following two steps, each of which is carried out automatically:
1. In Section 4 we show that, for a systolic circuit in the class we defined in Section 2, the value of each signal in the circuit can be described by a class of functions which we will introduce in Section 4.2, and which we call tailrecursive functions. Furthermore we will show that for each tail-recursive function, there is a linear guarded ring expression, which is equal to it over each ring R. This means that, considering the specification formula above, there are linear guarded ring expressions e1 (2, l, t) .... , em(X , [, t) (X , 1, t) over each ring R, so that the specification formula can be rewritten as spec ($, l, t 
) = (Pl(X, L t)--->(el($, ~ t) = q($, [, t)))) ^... A (pm(X, l, t)---> (em(.~ , l, t) = rm(X , I, t)))) (32)
which is equivalent over ~2r 2. In Section 5 we will study the decidability of the validity of formulas of the general form
where p(s is a conjunction of linear predicates, e(s is a linear guarded ring expression, and r($) is a ring expression which is well-defined under p($). From the formula in (32) we conclude that if the validity, over ~5~c~, of the formula in (33) is decidable, then the validity of the specification formula is decidable. We know that e($) in (33) is of the form:
casep~ (2)r~ (2);..
Thus, for ~oCN~d, the validity of the formula in (33) is equivalent to the validity of the two formulas
over L and
over ~:~ccg, for 1 --< i --< n. The validity, over/, of the formula in (34) can be shown (Lemma 10) to be reducible to the integer linear programming problem which is decidable [BoT76] (integer linear programming is described in Section 5.4).
To decide the validity, over ~5~Accg, of the formula in (35), we need to decide the validity, over gtS~N(g, of formulas of the form
where p($) is a conjunction of linear predicates and r($) is a ring expression well-defined under p($). We will consider a class of formulas which we call bilinear formulas (see Section 5.2 for the definition of bilinearity). We define a measure of complexity for formulas of the form of (36), and then show (in Lemma 10) that if the formula in (36) is bilinear then the formula can be rewritten into the conjunction of a set of "less complex" formulas, which is equivalent over each ring R. The rewriting can be repeated recursively (Lemma 12) until we obtain a conjunction of "simple" formulas. A "simple formula" is of the form:
where P'(:0 is a conjunction of linear predicates, and r is a ring expression which does not contain any free integer variables. Obviously the validity, over ~5~Ac~, of the simple formula in (37) is equivalent to the unsatisfiability, over /, of p'(~), or the validity, over gt~N~, of r = 0. The unsatisfiability of p'(~) can be easily shown to be reducible to the integer linear programming problem which is decidable [BoT76] . Also the validity, over ~5~N~, of r = 0 can be shown (Lemma 11) to be reducible to the zero-equivalence of a ring polynomial over ~N~ (see Section 2.1 for the definition of ring polynomials).
Thus deciding the validity of the specification formula for the class of rings ~r~ is reduced to deciding the zero-equivalence of polynomials over ~N~J; i.e.
where Q is a ring polynomial. The problem in (38) is decidable if ~Ac~ is the class of all rings. It is also decidable for some interesting rings, for example, if ~c~ is the ring of integers, the ring of reals, or the ring of natural numbers modulo m (for some fixed natural number m).
Describing Circuits by Linear Guarded Ring Expressions
In this section we define formally the notion of equality for linear guarded ring expressions, and then describe how to carry out the first step of the verification process. We show that, for a systolic circuit in the class we defined in Section 2, the values of outputs, inputs and local variables of the different cells at different time instants can be described as linear guarded ring expressions, This is done in two steps: (1) we introduce a class of functions which we call tail-recursive functions, and show that for each tail-recursive function, there is a linear guarded ring expression which is equal to it over each ring R; (2) we show that the values of cell outputs, inputs and local variables can be described as tail-recursive functions, and hence as linear guarded ring expressions. We apply the results obtained in the section to describe the signals of the convolution circuit as linear guarded ring expressions.
Semantics
Let R be a ring. An interpretation ~ (over R) is a total function from the set of stream variables ~/to the set of functions from tuples of integers to the ring R. If 5~ is an interpretation, then for each a e ~/, or is a function of type:
In---~R, where n is the arity of a. We denote or by a s. An assignment ~ is a total function from the set of integer variables ~o to I.
That is, if ~ is an assignment, then for each x e ~, ~(x) is an integer. We will give a formal semantics which, given an assignment and an interpretation over R, gives the value of a ring expression or a linear guarded ring expression as an element in R tA { • }, where • ~ R. The element • is used to describe the value undefined of expressions. The notion of undefinedness is needed when dealing with our circuits, as apparent from the discussions in Observe that r1(2) = r2(2) is valid iff for each OF, rl(OF(2)) = r2(OF(2)). The same applies for each pair of linear guarded ring expressions e1(2) and ez(2). Observe that a linear guarded ring expression is well-defined under an assignment ~ iff one of its guards is true under OF.
Tail-Recursive Functions
In this section we introduce tail-recursive functions, and show that for each tail-recursive function there is a linear guarded ring expression which is equal to it over each ring R.
Definitions
A tail-recursive function f over a tuple t~ of integers, where at least one element 6i of t5 is not equal to 0, is of the following form:
pl (2) 
2. 2. Elementary Tail-Recursive Functions as Linear Guarded Ring Expressions
In this section we show that for each elementary tail-recursive function there is a linear guarded ring expression which is equal to it over each ring R. This is achieved in Lemma 2. For the proof of the lemma we need some auxiliary definitions and lemmas.
Two linear modulo predicates p1(2) and p2(2) are said to be similar if pl(.~) is of the form (-ff~2 + ill)rood yl =0 and P2(2) is of the form (~-~2 + f12) rood 72 = O, where oq = or2 and 71 = 72-Two conjunctions of linear modulo predicates px(x) and p2(2) are said to be similar if pl(.~) is of the form pu(2) ^ 9 "" A plm(2) and p2(2) is of the form Pel(x) ^" " " ^ P2m(g), and Pli()~) and P2i(s are similar for 1 -< i -m.
We call the elementary tail-recursive function f(g) in equation ( Observe that p~0(2),..
(1) -(2) - 
, Pr2 (x), Pl (x) .... , p~])(Y)
are
.. p,o(x) is called the basic el, l( b)-sequence of pi(2).

If pg(Y) is open then the ~t(6)-sequence of pi(s will be of the form where il=i, ijr
for l<-j~k<-o4 and there is no pj(X)~M such that e Consider a linear inequality p(2) of the form 6~ + fi -0. Let 5 be a tuple of integers. We call the minimum nonnegative i such that p(s + i 9 6) is false where Pii(fi + (1 -1) 9 6) is true for 1 -j --a~, % is recursive for 1 --j -< cr -1, and either % is nonrecursive, or Pk(fi + OL" 5) is false for 1 --< k -< n. Observe that the recursive sequence of f(f3) may be Empty i.e. c~ = 0 (when pg(fi) is false for 1 -< k -< n). In this case f(fi) = _1_. Infinite, i.e. o~=~ (when for each 0-<j,_ there is a k such that m + l<-k<-n and p~ ([J +j. 6 
pn(X)~ f(x -t-6) + rn(X )
) is true). In this case f(fl)= • Finite and l<-io~<-m _(when_for each 0-<j<a~-l,
there is a k such that m + 1 -< k -< n and Pk(_fl +] " 6) is true; and there is a k' such that 1 -< k' -< rn and Pk'(fi + (Ol --1)" 6) is true). In this case f(fi) = ~Zo 1 rij+,(f3 + ]. 6), over each ring R.
Finite and m +l<--io~<-n (when for each 0--<j-< o:-1, there is a k such that m + 1 <-k<-n and Pk(fi +j" 5_) is true; and there is no k' such that Pk,(fi + o:. 6) is true). In this case f(fl)= 2.
Observe that in each case whether f(fi)= • or not depends entirely on the guards of f, and s is independent on any particular interpretation 5 ~ or ring R.
Lemma 2. For each elementary tail-recursive function f, there is a linear guarded ring expression such that f(2) = e($) over each ring R.
Proof. Let R be an arbitrary ring. From Lemma 1 we can assume without loss of generality that f is complete. Let f($) be of the form f(2) = case pl(2) ~ rl($); 9 9 9 ; pro(X) ~ rm()~ 
where y = min(l~(fi), ol), 1 <--i' <-m, and pi,(f3 + y" 3) is true. In this case, f(fi) = ri,(fi) +"" + ri~(fi + (y -1). 3) + ri,(fi + 7" 3)
over R. Now we will define a linear guarded ring expression e(2), such that f(2) = e(2) over R. The set C of the cases of e(2) reflects the above three possibilities. The set C is the smallest set containing the following elements:
1. For each 1 -< i -m, C contains the case
(pi(2)} ~ ri(~)
2. For each m + 1 -< i -< n, if pi(2) is closed, then let p,,(2),..., p,o (2) be the basic dd(3)-sequence of pi (2), and/~(2) the 3-range of p(2). Let 
C contains the cases ri,(2 + j " ol" 3) +''' + rr + (j . o~ + ol-1). 3) + ri,(2 + k(2). ol. 3) +... + ri~)(2 + (k(2). oc + 7(2) -1). 3) + rr($ + (k(2). ol + 7(2)). 6) k(2) = I~(2) div
For each 1 -< i' -< m, 
2. 3. Tail-Recursive Functions as Linear Guarded Ring Expressions
We will show that for each tail-recursive function, there is a linear guarded ring expression which is equal to it over each ring R. Induction step: We observe that for each value ~of ~, f(/~) is defined only if pi(/~) is true for some 1-i-< k. Furthermore ifpi(fl) is true then Pi continues to be true in the subsequent recursive calls of f, until the number of recursive calls is equal to the 0-range /~i(/~) of pi(/~) (in which case p~ becomes false). Also, once Pi has become false then it will not become true again at any later recursive call of f. Formally, 
pi(.~)--~(Vj < #i(.~) " pi(.~ + j " 3)) ^ (Vj >--#i(2)
9
pi(.~) A pti)(~) ~ r(i)(x), pi(x) A rl(i)(x "~ ~ r(i)(x~
It can be shown that there are conjunctions of linear inequalities and equalities P?)(2) ..... p~O($), such that for each ~, P~)(6:) ^ P~(&) is false if j2 :/:Jl, and
Also from the induction hypothesis it follows that there is a linear guarded ring expression e (i) such that hi(2?) = e(~ (46) over R. From (44), (45) and (46) 
pi(x) A p?)(X) ~ r[i)(.~); ... ;pi(2) ^ Ymikn(i)(x ~, ~ rm, (X), (i ) -.
(i) - 8) "4-r(m/~+l(2), , p,($) ^ pm,+l(2) ~ f(2 + ..."
pi(s ^ p(,?($) ~ f($ + 6) + r(,?($) (47) endcase
From the above equation we can easily conclude that f~(2) is an elementary tail-recursive function. From Lemma 2 it follows that there is a linear guarded ring expression e~ such that f(2) = e,(.g) (48) over R. Let e (2) = ease P1(2) ff el (2) ;... ; Pk (2) ~ ek(2) endcase (49) It follows easily that e(2) can be written as a linear guarded ring expression.
From (43), (48) and (49) we get f(2) = e(2) over R. We observe that the construction of e(2) does not depend on the particular ring R. It follows that f(2) = e(2) over each ring R. []
Describing Systolic Circuits by Linear Guarded Ring Expressions
In this section we show that, for our class of systolic circuits, the values of outputs, inputs, and local variables of the different cells at different time instants can be described as linear guarded ring expressions. This is achieved by the following theorem.
Theorem 2. Consider a systolic circuit in the class defined in Section 2.2. Let s be any signal in the circuit. Then there is a linear guarded ring expression e such that s($, i, t) = e($', L t) over each ring R.
Proof. We will prove the theorem by induction on the dependency relation (see Section 2.2.1). We will show the claim when s is any outl. The proof is similar when s is any ini of loci. Let the computation equation of outi be of the form of (5). Let the corresponding initial function, input function and connection vector be Init ($, l, t) , Input($, L t), and 6 respectively. Recalling equations (4), (5), (1) and (2) we get s(~,/, t)= case
--< t <_'r~ top($, /)J ~ Init($, ~ t) top(~, l) ~ ~ O.~(s~(~, i, t -~l, . . . , ~,,(~, i, t -~)1 pl($, i, t)J top(~, l) ~ ~ Om(~l(~, i, t -~) ..... ~(~, 7, t -~)) pm(-~, i, t)J top"(~, l) ~ ~ Input(~, Z t -~) + Qm § i, t -~) .... , sk(~, L t -T)) p,,,+~(s i, t)J top"(~, l) ~ =:} Input(~, i, t -~) + Q~(Sl(~, Z t -~), . . . , Sk(~, i, t --~)) p~(~, i,/)J r l) ~s(~ + 3, i, t-~) + Qm+l(Sl(~, i, t-~),..., s~(~, i, t-~))
Pm+l(X, i, t)J 
top'(~, l) ~ ~s(~ + a, i, t -~) + On(Sl(~, i, t --T) ..... Sk(~, i, t --~)) p~(i, i, t)J
First Step of Verification of the Convolution Circuit: Describing it by Linear Guarded Ring Expressions
Theorem 2 can be applied to the convolution circuit introduced in Section 2, in order to describe the values of the wires and local variables as linear guarded ring expressions. The details of the application of the theorems are not given here due to lack of space.
From (18), (22), (9) and (12) we get
From (22) and (15) (21), (24), (11) and (14) we get
Outlnit3(x, l, t) 0 <--x <--lJ
O<_x<_ l ,~out3 (x + l,l,t-2) +ina (x,l,t-2) .loc (x,l,t-2) t mod 2 = 0 endcase From (24), (17), (52) and (54) we get
By applying Theorem 1 we get
i=0 4 which is a linear guarded ring expression.
Equality Checking
In this section we will accomplish the second step of the verification of our circuits; the first step being given in Section 4. We will study the validity of formulas of the form
where p($) is a conjunction of linear predicates, e($) is a linear guarded ring expression, and r($) is a ring expression which is well-defined under p($). We will consider a class of formulas which we call bilinear formulas, and show that if a formula of the form of (56) is bilinear, then it is decidable to check whether or not it is valid for the class of all rings. We will also show that the vaidity of bilinear formulas of the form of (56) is decidable for some interesting rings such as the ring of integers, the ring of reals, and the ring of natural numbers modulo m (for some fixed natural number m). Furthermore we use the results obtained in the section to carry out the second step of the verification of the convolution circuit. We need the notion of normal forms for ring expressions.
Normal Forms for Ring Expressions
We introduce the notions of sums of products and normal expressions, and then show that for each ring expression there is a normal expression which is equal to it over each ring R.
A sum of products is a ring expresion of the form
al (~(x, il,..., ira) )'... 9 a, (-~n(2, il, . . 
. , im))
Here m is called the depth of the sum of products, and al (q-7(x, il ..... ira) ) '. 9 . " an(~($, il ..... ira) ) the stream expression part of the sum of products.
A normal expression is a ring expression of the form $1($)+'-" + Sk($) where $1($) .... , Sk($) are sums of products. Proof. The proof can be carried out easily by structural induction on ring expressions, and rewriting by distributive laws as r,(2) . (r2(2) + r3(2) = r1(2) 9 r2(2) + r,(2) . r3(2) ) ri(2, i) 9 r2(2) = ~ r1(2, i). r2($)
From now on we consider only normal expressions.
[]
Conditional Equalities
A sum of products is bilinear if its stream expression part is of the form a1(q11(2, i), 9 9 9 , qlml(X, i)) " . . . " an(qnl(X, i), . . . , q,mn(.~, i)) and for each i and j where 1---i Cj-n, either ai is not the same stream A zero-equivalence formula is of the form p(s (r(Y) = 0), where p(s is a conjunction of linear predicates and r(2) is a bilinear normal expression which is well-defined under p(s A conditional equality is of the form p(g)---> (e(g) = r(~)), where p(g) is a conjunction of linear predicates, e(Y) is a linear guarded ring expression which is bilinear, and r(s is a bilinear normal expression well-defined under p(s In Section 5.3 we define a measure of complexity on zero-equivalence formulas. In Section 5.5 we show that for each zero-equivalence formula P(Y), there is a finite conjunction of "simpler" zero-equivalence formulas, which is equivalent to P(Y) over each ring R.
Complexity
We define a measure of complexity for zero-equivalence formulas. In order to do that we need the notions of matching relation and block.
Two sums of products are said to be matching if their stream expression parts are of the forms
and al(q~l(s 7),..., q~m,(2, 7) ) '..." an(q'l($, 7), . . . , q'm,($, 7) ) respectively, and the elements of ~ have the same coefficients in qjk(X, i) as in q;k(s i), i.e. there are linear polynomials q;'k(i), for 1 -----j -----n and 1 --< k ---mj, such that
qjk(X, i) = q;k(X, i) + q;'~(7)
It is clear that the matching relation is an equivalence relation among sums of products. Two normal expressions, of the forms $11(~)+'" +Slm($) and $21(~) +" "" + $2,(~) respectively, are said to be matching if Su($) and $2/(~)
are matching for 1 -< i -< m.
Let N($) be a normal expression of the form S,($) +-9 9 + Sm($). Let the equivalence classes defined by the set {$1(~),..., Sm($)} and the matching relation by (Sll(x) .... , Slml (3~) The complexity of a sum of products is defined to be the pair (d, #x >, where d is the depth of the sum of products, and #x is the number of free variables in the sum of products. The complexity of a block in a normal expression is defined to be the maximum of the complexities of the sums of products in the block. The complexity of a normal expression is defined to be a pair (cl, c2>, where c~ is the complexity of a block with maximum complexity in the normal expression, and c2 is the number of blocks with maximum complexity in the normal expression. The complexity of a conjunction of linear predicates is defined to be the number of free variables in the conjunction of linear predicates. The complexity of a zero-equivalence formula of the form p($)---> (r($)= 0) is defined to be the pair (c~, c2>, where c1 is the complexity of r(s and c2 is the complexity of p($).
A sum of products is called simple if it has a complexity of (0, 0>. Note that if a sum of products is simple then it does not contain any free integer variables. A normal expression is called simple if all the sums of products in it are simple, i.e. it has a complexity of the form ((0, 0), c). A zero-equivalence formula is called simple if its normal expression is simple, i.e. it has a complexity of the form (( (0, 0), c1> , c2). The complexity of a normal ring expression r(s is denoted by Cr163 The same applies to linear predicates and zero-equivalence formulas.
Integer Linear Programming
The integer linear programming problem is the following: Given a conjunction p($) of linear equalities, is there a nonnegative value & of ~ such that p(&) is true? In [BoT76] the integer linear programming problems is shown to be decidable. This is done by finding a bound ~ which is derived from p($), such that if there is a nonnegative_ & for which p(&) is true then there is a nonnegative/~ -< ~,, such that p(fi) is true.
Deciding the Validity of Zero-Equivalence Formulas
In this section we show that the validity of zero-equivalence formulas over a class of rings ~5~
can be reduced to the zero-equivalence of polynomials over ~3(~. This is achieved by Lemma 7. For the proof of the lemma we need the definition of the shifting operation and some auxiliary lemmas. Proof. The proof can be carried out using induction on the complexity of sums of products and expanding expressions of the form v~(z)+~,t~ i) to Proof. Let R be an arbitrary ring. Let the block form of r(~) be
BI(.~) -t-... + Bm(x )
Without loss of generality let BI(2) be a block with highest complexity in r(~).
Let al .... , a,n be the stream variables which occur in B~(Y). We know that BI(Y) is bilinear and that all the sums of products in BI(~) are matching. It follows that there are polynomials Ol(Xg) .... , Om(Xi), such that the result of shifting al, .. 9 am by gh(Xi), .. 9 glm(Xi) respectively in BI(~) yields a block Bs, (2) '(s = Bs; (s +... + Bs" (s (57) Observe that the stream expression parts of Bsl(;) and Bs~(;) do not contain
X i 9
From the remarks on Lemma 5 it follows that
over R, for 1 --<j -< m, where Bs~(g) is the result of shifting xi in Bs~(Y,) by re. Also we know from the fact that the stream expression part of BSl(s does not contain x~, that
From (57)- (59) 
over R. From (60) and (61) 
(Bsj(.O)
As we have chosen BI(2) to be a block with highest complexity, it follows that
~(r*(2)) < C~(r(2))
As R was chosen arbitrarily, the result holds for each ring R. [] Corollary 1. Consider a conjunction p(2) of linear predicates, and a ring expression r(2) which is well-defined under p(2). Let tr be an integer. Let Lemma 7. Suppose that P(2) is a zero-equivalence formula, which is not simple. Then there is a finite set of zero-equivalence formulas such that each element of the set is less complex than P(s and such that P(Y) is valid over a ring R iff each of the elements of the set is valid over R.
We call the set of less complex formulas the decomposition set of P(Y). The lemma can be applied recursively (as will be explained in Lemma 9) to get a set of simple zero-equivalence formulas.
Proof. Let R be an arbitrary ring. The two cases A and B below are possible. In each case we will give a finite set Z of zero-equivalence formulas which are less complex than P(Y), and whose conjunction is equivalent to P(~) over R. A. If the conditional part of P@) contains an equality leq@). In this case P(~) will be of the form
leq(2) A p(s (r(2) = O)
We will use leq(s to eliminate a free variable in P(2), reducing it to a less complex zero-equivalence formula which is equivalent over R. Let xi be a free variable in leq(s chosen in the following way.
If all the flee variables of leq(2) are also free in r(s then let xi be any flee variable in leq(s If there is a variable which is free in leq(2), but not in r(2), then let x~ be any such a variable.
Let leq(s be of the form oqxl + 9 9 9 + ol, Xn + fi = O, let
We define Z to be the one element set {P1(2)}-It is obvious that P(~) iff P1(2) over R. Also the manner in which xi is chosen above implies that either the number of free variables in r(2) is reduced, or the number of free variables in p(2) is reduced while the number of free variables in r@) is not changed. In both cases it follows that 
~(P,(s < ~(P(s
We will give five sets Zl, Z2, Z3, Z 4 and Z5 of zero-equivalence formulas, such that each element in Zi is less complex than P(s and such that P~(s is equivalent to the conjunction of the elements of Zi over R, for i = 1, 2, 3, 4, 5.
The set Z will be equal to Z1 U Z2 U Z3 U Z4 U Zs.
1. We define Za to be the set {P(s +--j]; 0_<j _< oc-1). We can prove that each element Z1 is less complex than P(s in a similar manner to that of case A above. The equality P2j(x) can be used, in a similar manner to that in case A, to generate a zero-equivalence formula P~j(Y) which is equivalent to and less complex than P2j(x). Now Z2 can be defined to be {p~j(s 1 ---j -< k}. 
Vs . p,(s A p;(s ^ P2(s h (r(s = 0))---) (r'(s = O)
over R. From Lemma 6 it follows that We observe that the construction of the decomposition set is not dependent on the particular ring R which was chosen arbitrarily, and hence the result holds for each ring R. [] Lemma 8. Let r be a ring expression which does not contain any free integer variables. Then there is a ring polynomial Q such that r = 0 iff Q = 0 over each ring R.
Proof. Let R be an arbitrary ring. As r does not contain any free integer variables then it is of the form: 2
where m is a positive integer, ]/i is an integer, flq is a nonnegative integer, ai is a stream variable, and &i is a tuple of integers. In addition, for each 1 -< i -< m there is a 1 -<j ---n such that flq > 0, and for each 1 -< i 4=j ---n either al 4: aj or &~ :/: &j. We define a ring polynomial Q:
where vi is a ring variable over R (i.e. a stream variable with arity 0). It can easily be checked that r = 0 iff Q = 0 over R. As R was chosen arbitrarily, the result holds for each ring R. [] Lemma 9. Let ~t~V(~ be a class of rings. Suppose that the zero-equivalence of a ring polynomial over ~r is decidable. 3 Then the validity of zeroequivalence formulas over ~N2r is decidable.
Proof. Let P($) be any zero-equivalence formula. We compute the decomposition set of P($) (see Lemma 7), and repeat the procedure recursively on the elements of the set until all the elements of the set are simple. Thus we get a finite set {Pl(x), 9 9 9 Pro(2)} of simple zero-equivalence formulas such that
over each ring R. Let P/(X) be of the form pi(X)---~ (ri = 0) (see the definition of simple zero-equivalence formulas in Section 5.3). This means that
over each ring R. As ri does not contain any free integer variables then it follows from Lemma 8 that there is a ring polynomial Qi such that (r;=0) iff (Q;=0)
over each ring R. From (63) and (64) we get
over each ring R. Now, let ~5~Ac~ be a class of rings. From (65) it follows that the validity of P($) over ~5~N~ is equivalent to the validity of pi($)----~ (Qi = 0) over ~5~W(#, for 1--<i--<m. It is clear that the validity of p~(2)---~ (Qi = 0) over ~r162 is equivalent to the unsatisfiability of p~(Y) over I, or the validity of Qi = 0 over ~r It can easily be shown that the unsatisfiability of pi(~) over I can be transformed to the integer linear programming problem which is decidable (see Section 5.4). Also we have assumed that the validity of Qi = 0 over ~5~N~ is decidable. It follows that the validity of P(Y) over ~5~ is decidable. [] 2Byg.xwemeanx+...+x, and byx t~wemeanx-....x.
Deciding the Validity of Conditional Equalities
We will show that the problem of deciding the validity of conditional equalities is decidable over the class of all rings. We will also show that the problem is decidable over the ring of integers, the ring of reals, and the ring of natural numbers modulo m (for some fixed natural number m). This is achieved by Theorem 3 and Corollary 2. First we need the following lemma.
Lemma 10 The validity of P(2) over ~Nc~ can be checked in two steps. In the first step we check whether the following is true whenever p(2) is true then there is a guard in e(2) which is true. This is equivalent to the validity of
over L We know from Lemma 10 that the validity of the above formula is decidable.
In the second step we check whether the following is true; whenever a guard in e(27) is true then the corresponding result is equal to r(s over ~N~. This is equivalent to whether First we will prove the second part of the claim. We know that Q = 0 is valid over the integers (reals) iff Yi = 0, for 1 ---i ---m. Also the validity of Q = 0 over the ring Zm of natural numbers modulo m is decidable since Zm is finite.
Considering the first part of the claim we know that if )'i = 0, for 1 -< i --< m, then Q = 0 is valid over the class of all rings (i.e. Q = 0 is valid over each ring R). On the other hand if ),~ ~ 0 for some 1 -< i -< m then it is not the case that Q = 0 is valid over each ring R, as there is at least one ring (the ring of integers) over which Q = 0 is not valid. According to the algorithm given in the proof of Theorem 3 we have first to check the validity of the formula p (x, l, t)--~pa(x, l, t) vp2(x, l, t) v p3(x, l, t)
We observe that p (x, l, t)--~pl(x, l, t) , so the above formula is valid.
Then we have to check the validity of the formulas p (x, 1, t) ^el(x, l, t)----> (rl(x, t, t) =r (x, l, t) ) p (x, l, t) Ap2(x, l, 1, t)= r(x, l, t) ) p (x, l, t) Ap3(x, Z, l, t) = r(x, l, t 
))
Each of the formulas above is a zero-equivalence formula, and its validity can be checked as described by the algorithm in Lemma 9.
Conclusions
We have described a method for automatic verification of a class of systolic circuits. The verification is achieved in two steps: (1) the values of the different signals are defined explicitly as a class of expressions called linear guarded ring expressions; and (2) algorithms for deciding equality properties of this class of expressions are provided and used to check whether the values of the signals of the circuit fulfil the specification. A general model for describing the implementation and specification of systolic circuits was provided. Then, a number of restrictions were imposed on the general model, in order to make it possible to perform the above two steps automatically. Naturally, this limits, to a great deal, the class of circuits which can be dealt with by our method. This seems to be the price to pay when working with automatic verification instead of general verification methodologies. It should be mentioned here that our method could be considered complementary to that of building general models and supplying verification methods, as described in, e.g. [EkT89, HT-F88, MAT87, DLT89] .
We have given an example of a class of circuits for which the verification problem is decidable. There are many ways in which the problem could be modified and made undecidable. A simple modification is, e.g., to weaken the restrictions on the circuit architectures by using arbitrary inequalities and equalities instead of the linear ones we have considered here. In that case it can easily be shown that Hilbert's tenth problem (which is undecidable [Dav73]) can be reduced to the verification problem. It would be interesting to give a better characterisation of modifications which lead to undecidable problems. Another interesting direction for future work is to consider classes of structures other than rings, for example, the class of semigroups, the class of boolean algebras, the class of structures, etc.
